Can online exemplars trigger a spiral of silence? Examining the effects of exemplar opinions on perceptions of public opinion and speaking out
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Abstract
In modern media environments, social media have fundamentally altered the way how individual opinions find their way into the public sphere. We link spiral of silence theory to exemplification research and investigate the effects of online opinions on peoples’ perceptions of public opinion and willingness to speak out. In an experiment, we can show that a relatively low number of online exemplars considerably influence perceived public support for the eviction of violent immigrants. Moreover, supporters of eviction were less willing to speak out on the issue online and offline when confronted with exemplars contradicting their opinion.
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After an Islamist took several hostages in a cafe in Sydney in December 2014, an Australian woman placed a hashtag on Twitter (#illridewithyou) and offered to escort Muslims, who were planning to ride public busses in traditional clothing. Within a short period of time, thousands of Australians commented on the offer, most of them expressing their support for Muslim citizens and the initiative.

The incident is a good example of how today individual opinions rapidly spread into the public sphere where millions can read and comment on them. Not surprisingly, this
phenomenon has attracted the interest of communication scholars, who raise the question, if and how online opinions can affect individual perceptions of public opinion (Metzger, 2009; Schulz and Rössler, 2013). In other words, do people consider the views of other citizens voiced in social media as an indicator of what the public in general thinks about certain topics? And what are the behavioral consequences of these perceptions?

Perceptions of public opinion play a key role within the “spiral of silence” (Noelle-Neumann, 1974). The theory assumes that peoples’ willingness to speak out publicly on morally loaded issues depends on their perceptions of majority opinions in society. Perceiving public support for their own views will increase willingness to speak out, while perceiving themselves as part of the minority will cause them to fall silent (Noelle-Neumann, 1974).

One source of public opinion perceptions communication researchers have discovered are exemplars. Exemplars are single events or persons depicted in the media that represent larger categories or groups. The exemplification approach basically tries to explain how such single cases influence individual attitudes and perceptions of reality (Zillmann and Brosius, 2000). Various empirical studies have shown that public opinion perceptions follow exemplar opinions presented in the media (Perry and Gonzenbach, 1997; Zillmann, 2002: 33).

The connection between exemplification theory and the spiral of silence is quite obvious: based on exemplar opinions, people may first form a picture of the climate of opinion regarding a certain issue and will then—depending on their own opinion—decide whether to speak out on the issue or not (Nekmat and Gonzenbach, 2013; Perry and Gonzenbach, 2000).

Exemplification theory and the spiral of silence were both developed in times when television and newspapers dominated the media landscape, which of course has undergone considerable changes until today. Social media like Facebook or Twitter have fundamentally altered the way how individual opinions reach a broader public where they can serve as cues to public opinion. Most importantly, the selection of single opinions and their public presentation no longer lies in the hands of journalists alone, but every user can voice his or her views via social media. Furthermore, the media and the personal social environment as the two main sources of public opinion perception in the spiral of silence have continuously converged (Schulz and Rössler, 2012). Social media enable social interaction and therefore feature attributes of interpersonal, private communication, and public mass communication. Therefore, many scholars have raised the question, if the key processes described by the spiral of silence and exemplification theory still apply to the modern media environment and computer-mediated communication (CMC) (Metzger, 2009; Schulz and Rössler, 2013).

It is the goal of the current study to address this question by experimentally analyzing the effects of exemplar opinions in an online discussion on perceptions of public opinion and willingness to speak out. Moreover, we investigate if the effects of online exemplars also extend into the offline world by comparing their influence on assessments of public opinion and willingness to speak out online and offline. In the theoretical part of the article, we introduce the key features of the spiral of silence and exemplification theory, relate them to each other, and discuss their applicability to online environments. In the empirical part, we present the results of an experiment where we manipulated the
number and opinion of exemplars in an online discussion on the eviction of violent immigrants. The effects on public opinion perception and willingness to speak out online and offline are measured.

The spiral of silence

According to Noelle-Neumann, public opinion as a macro level phenomenon is the result of individual decisions to speak out publicly (see also Pan and McLeod, 1991). More precisely, she assumes that individuals who perceive their own opinion to be part of the minority tend to fall silent because they fear to become socially isolated and that those who coincide with the majority will show a greater willingness to express their opinion in public. However, the respective issue has to be controversial and morally loaded in order to exert social pressure (Noelle-Neumann and Petersen, 2004). To assess public opinion, individuals observe their environment—that is the mass media and their personal social surrounding—to get an impression of which opinions are socially accepted (Hayes et al., 2013; Noelle-Neumann, 1974; Noelle-Neumann and Petersen, 2004). Individual decisions to fall silent or to speak out in turn serve as public opinion cues for others resulting in an ongoing spiral process. Over time, one opinion grows stronger and becomes public opinion while others disappear because they cannot be expressed publicly without the risk of becoming socially isolated (Noelle-Neumann and Petersen, 2004).

Until today, single studies and meta-analyses (Glynn et al., 1997; Scheufele and Moy, 2000) have tested the theory, its central components and sub-processes (e.g. Hayes et al., 2013; Salmon and Neuwirth, 1990), its theoretical scope (e.g. Huang, 2005), as well as its shortcomings (Lasorsa, 1991) and confirmed the key assumptions. Critics have particularly stressed the fact that the mass media and the more general social environment may not be the only sources influencing the individual to speak out and have emphasized the role of reference groups (e.g. friends) (Glynn and Park, 1997) and groups of which individuals may not be a member (“the nebulous public”) (Nekmat and Gonzenbach, 2013: 4). More recently, scholars also have asked if a spiral of silence can occur online where communication contexts differ from traditional settings in various ways (Schulz and Rössler, 2012).

The spiral of silence online

CMC challenges some of the key elements within the spiral of silence (McDevitt et al., 2003; Schulz and Rössler, 2012). Most importantly for this study, CMC offers additional sources that inform peoples’ perception of public opinion. Online forums and social networks are places where single opinions on nearly every topic are frequently encountered (Walther and Jang, 2012), also because individuals can easily express their views there. Thus, in addition to opinions stemming from one’s closer personal social environment or the media, also views from “nebulous,” unknown groups gain visibility online. This is important because the online opinion environment can differ considerably from one’s offline world in a way that opinions encountered online are likely to be more diverse (Schulz and Rössler, 2012). On the other hand, patterns of selective exposure might be
more pronounced online and therefore restrict the diversity of viewpoints an individual may encounter (Garrett, 2009).

Aside from public opinion perception, willingness to speak out has also been rethought under CMC conditions. Some authors argue that the decreased visibility of social cues in CMC could lower the threshold to speak out publicly as discussants are physically isolated from each other (McDevitt et al., 2003: 457). The absence of non-verbal cues and the reduced impact of social status in CMC (Kiesler et al., 1984) might reduce the perceived likelihood and/or intensity of social sanctions compared to face-to-face contexts where other individuals are physically present (McDevitt et al., 2003). Thus, in an online environment, users may comment on issues even if they perceive themselves as part of the minority. However, they can still refrain from expressing their own opinion by posting irrelevant or unrelated comments. Therefore, McDevitt et al. (2003) proposed to distinguish between people “speaking out” that is taking an actual stand in a discussion and “speaking up” as merely commenting without expressing an opinion. This is important because speaking up cannot be interpreted as revealing one’s own opinion to others. One could therefore question whether speaking up in online spaces that often are anonymous and lack social cues should rather be interpreted as a way of falling silent (Nekmat and Gonzenbach, 2013: 740).

Empirical studies that examined willingness to speaking out in online environments yield mixed results. Ho and McLeod (2008) observed that respondents were more willing to express their opinion online than offline. Nekmat and Gonzenbach (2013) compared different website sources (activist site vs news website) and did not find an influence on willingness to speak out online, but in line with spiral of silence theory showed that individuals were less likely to post comments when they saw themselves as part of the minority. Yun Woong and Park (2011) obtained similar results and additionally showed that people who were confronted with congruent postings were more likely to speak out online. However, no difference occurred between speaking out under anonymous and non-anonymous conditions. On the other hand, a survey by Pew Internet Research suggests that with regard to social media, those who feel that their network agrees with their position are more likely to join online conversations (Hampton et al., 2014: 23).1

Only few studies on the spiral of silence differentiate between speaking out and speaking up. Addressing this problem, McDevitt et al. (2003) analyzed real statements from an actual discussion on abortion and found that participants were rather speaking up than speaking out. However, other scholars who used a similar approach found a tendency to speak out online (Nekmat and Gonzenbach, 2013).

Online exemplars as cues to public opinion

How can online comments influence public opinion perceptions? Previous research has shown that an important source telling people how others think about certain topics are exemplars. Exemplars are defined as single events or persons that represent larger categories or groups. Because they share specific attributes with a group (e.g. “smoker”) people tend to generalize other characteristics of the exemplar to the group as well (Zillmann, 2002: 22–23). Such generalizations can influence a wide range of judgments,
for example, the perceived relevance of social problems (Gibson and Zillmann, 1994), probability estimates (Hoeken and Hustinx, 2009), risks (Aust and Zillmann, 1996), and also perceptions of public opinion (Daschmann, 2000; Perry and Gonzenbach, 1997; Zillmann and Brosius, 2000).

The cognitive mechanisms underlying the process of generalization are basically heuristic in nature. Zillmann (2002) assumes that people apply a representative heuristic by judging groups based on single persons they have encountered before and that this effect tends to intensify as the number of exemplars presented increases. From a theoretical point of view, two reasons apply to this reinforcement: the first explanation assumes that repeatedly encountered stimuli (e.g. opinions) create a larger number of instances that the individual can retrieve from memory (Wänke et al., 1995). Hence, judgments about the general frequency or likelihood of events are based on the number of cases remembered. The second explanation is called availability heuristic2 (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973) and attributes frequency judgments to the experienced ease of retrieval (Schwarz et al., 1991). The experience of eased retrieval in turn serves as a meta-cognition that guides frequency judgments (Alter and Oppenheimer, 2009). Empirical studies have shown that a repeated stimuli presentation increases retrieval ease (Higgins et al., 1985), an effect that also applies to media content (Busselle and Shrum, 2003) and repeatedly encountered opinions (Weaver et al., 2007).

More recently, scholars have also examined the role of online comments as exemplars3 (Peter et al., 2014: 20; Schulz and Rössler, 2012: 350). Studies on the effects of user comments in news or social media have shown that they can influence the perceptions and behaviors of those who read them, for example, in the context of news recommendation (Li et al., 2010) or product reviews (Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Ye et al., 2011), especially when comment frequency is high (Duan et al., 2008; Park et al., 2007). Furthermore, these studies show that the valence of user comments affects evaluations of the content that the comments refer to (Shi et al., 2014; Walther et al., 2010). With regard to public opinion perceptions, results are rather scarce. Lee and Jang (2010) showed that readers of user comments contradicting news article slant perceived public opinion as more discrepant from the news position.

Regarding the influence of online exemplar presentation on public opinion perceptions, Schulz and Rössler (2012) further argue that opinions voiced in online environments do not necessarily translate into public opinion perceptions offline, because “individuals distinguish well enough between the online and the offline climate of opinion and behave differently depending on the environment they actually act in” (p. 360; see also Yun Woong and Park, 2011). In fact, exemplification theory suggests that the influence of exemplar presentations on peoples’ perceptions of public opinion may differ depending on which population they have in mind—online users as a more specific group or the population in general. Zillmann and Brosius (2000) point out that exemplification effects rely on the similarity between the exemplar and the exemplified and that similarity in turn is a function of shared features between them (pp. 1–2). Their assumptions are based on earlier work by Tversky (1977), who states that if the degree of correspondence between an object being judged and the attributes of a class of objects stored in memory is sufficiently high, the matched object is considered a member of that class. Consequently, peoples’ tendency to generalize from single exemplars to a larger class of
people should be more pronounced when both are similar, that is, share more features. Thus, the effect of online exemplars should be stronger for online populations than the population in general, because of the greater similarity between the exemplars presented and the exemplified target population.

**Hypotheses and research questions**

Based on our theoretical remarks on exemplification, we expect online exemplars to influence the public opinion perceptions of those who encounter them:

H1. Perceptions of public opinion towards an issue will be positively correlated with the opinions of online exemplars towards that issue.

Moreover, as the accessibility of exemplar opinions increases when they are encountered more frequently we assume a reinforcing effect of exemplar frequency:

H1a. The effect of exemplar opinion on public opinion perceptions (H1) will be more pronounced when the number of exemplars voicing the same opinion increases (interaction effect).

The exemplars employed in our experimental design are Facebook users and therefore a visible part of the online population. Hence, the similarity between them and the online community is higher compared to the general population. We therefore predict a stronger influence of online exemplars on public opinion perceptions online compared to the general population:

H2. The effect of online exemplar opinions is more pronounced for assessments of the online climate of opinion than for assessments of public opinion in the general population.

In line with the central assumptions of the spiral of silence, we also assume an effect of online exemplar opinions on willingness to speak out:

H3. Willingness to speak out will decrease when online exemplar opinions and participants’ personal opinion contradict each other compared to situations in which both coincide.

Following McDevitt et al. (2003), we will take a closer look on what users are saying, as commenting online does not necessary imply that they actually speak out:

RQ1. Are participants in an online discussion on a morally loaded issue “speaking out” or “speaking up” in their comments?

RQ2. Do exemplar opinions and personal opinions influence whether users are “speaking out” or “speaking up”?
Table 1. Experimental design and group sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1: Opinion of exemplars</th>
<th>Factor 2: Number of exemplars</th>
<th>Group size (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting eviction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambivalent opinion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposing eviction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video only</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method

Design and participants

To test our hypotheses, we conducted an online experiment based on a 2 × 3 between-subject design. A total of 364 participants were recruited from a German online access panel (Leiner, 2012) and randomly distributed across six experimental groups and one control group (see Table 1). On average, subjects were 32.9 years old (standard deviation [SD] = 12.9), just over half of them were female (52.7%), and 52.2% had a higher formal education. There were no significant differences between the groups regarding education ($\chi^2(18, N=332) = 14.46, p = .699$), gender ($\chi^2(6, N = 328) = 8.10, p = .231$), and age ($F(6, 324) = 0.47, p = .828$).

Procedure

After a brief introduction, participants saw a short video clip (35 seconds) showing a young immigrant bullying a native German kid. Friends of the bully surrounded the scene and recorded videos with their mobile phones. After watching the video, participants were presented the actual stimulus, a Facebook discussion where a user had posted the clip and several other users serving as exemplars commented on the question whether violent immigrants should be evicted or not. The topic “eviction of violent immigrants” was chosen because of its strong moral loading which is regarded a main prerequisite in order to exert social pressure and to trigger spiral of silence processes (Noelle-Neumann and Petersen, 2004: 349).

The exemplar distribution differed systematically across the six treatment groups. As a first experimental factor, we varied the number of exemplars who commented on the video, which was either 2 or 10. The second factor represented the opinion of the exemplars and participants either saw a discussion showing only people opposing the eviction of violent immigrants (contra eviction version), or a version with all exemplars favoring eviction (pro eviction version). In a third condition, pro and contra exemplars were mixed and equally distributed (ambivalent version). The control group received no exemplar information. After the stimulus presentation, the dependent and control variables were measured and participants were debriefed.
Measures

Personal opinion. Personal opinion was measured before stimulus presentation. Respondents were asked to give their opinion on the eviction of violent immigrants using two items, each with a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree): “I think the eviction of violent immigrants is reasonable” and “Immigrants should be evicted when they commit violent acts.” Both items strongly correlated (r = .81, p < .001) and were therefore used to construct a mean index indicating participants’ personal opinion on eviction (M = 3.02, SD = 1.02, α = .89). According to this index, participants were further categorized into two extreme groups, namely “opponents” (index values between 1 and 2.5; 41% of the participants) and “supporters” (values between 3.5 and 5; 44% of the participants) of eviction. Those ranging in between were regarded as a third group with a less clear position (values between 2.6 and 3.4; 15% of the participants).

Moral loading of the issue. To assess whether the participants perceived the eviction of violent immigrants to be a morally loaded issue, we asked them the following question: “There are some topics that might be too touchy to discuss them in public. When you think about the ‘eviction of violent immigrants’ is that a touchy issue in your opinion or not?” To indicate their judgments, participants used a scroll bar ranging from 1 (“Not touchy at all”) to 100 (“Very touchy”) (M = 62.96; SD = 28.40). The mean value differed significantly from the scale midpoint (50) (t(340) = 8.43, p < .001).

Climate of opinion estimates. Climate of opinion estimates were gathered for two target populations: first, participants assessed public opinion on the eviction issue within the general German population; after that they did the same for the more specific group of German Internet users. In both cases, participants estimated the share of the target population they assumed to favor the eviction of violent immigrants: “If you have to give a percentage estimate: How large is the share of Germans [German Internet users] supporting the eviction of violent immigrants?” (M = 54.02, SD = 20.98), [M = 51.72, SD = 22.57].

Willingness to speak out. We used two previously applied methods to capture the individual tendency to speak out in the online discussion presented: first, participants had to decide whether they wanted to post a comment in the Facebook discussion themselves (see also McDevitt et al., 2003; Nekmat and Gonzenbach, 2013; Yun Woong and Park, 2011): “Now you have the chance to post something in the group you just saw. Do you want to give a comment?” Respondents could answer on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 “I don’t want to comment at all” to 6 “I really want to comment” (M = 3.62, SD = 0.87). After this initial decision, those who agreed (indicating a value higher than 1) were forwarded to a text box implemented in the questionnaire where they could actually enter their comment freely. Comments could consist of several single statements. Following McDevitt et al. (2003) and Nekmat and Gonzenbach (2013), every statement was coded in terms of valence (5-point scale, 1 = opposing the eviction of immigrants, 5 = supporting the eviction of immigrants), object of reference (video, discussion, or no/other reference point) and
content ("speaking out" vs "speaking up"). A total of 20 statements were randomly selected to perform a reliability test (Krippendorff’s Alpha) and coded by the authors. Reliability scores were consistently satisfactory (valence: $\alpha = .732$, object of reference: $\alpha = .856$, speaking up/speaking out: $\alpha = .839$).

As a second measure of willingness to speak out, all participants were asked if they would like to join an offline discussion on the eviction of violent immigrants in the near future (Scheufele et al., 2001). Possible answers to that question were “Yes” (11.7%), “Perhaps” (44.3%), and “No” (44.0%).

**Treatment checks.** Treatment checks were performed regarding the number and opinion of exemplars perceived. Participants first had to estimate how many people had commented on the video: “If you think of the Facebook discussion you just saw: Do you remember how many comments were beneath the video?” ($M = 8.12$, $SD = 7.11$). Immediately afterwards they indicated if they perceived the comments to oppose or support the eviction of violent immigrants on a 7-point scale (1 “The comments opposed the eviction of violent immigrants” to 7 “The comments supported the eviction of violent immigrants”) ($M = 4.54$, $SD = 0.89$).

**Results**

**Treatment check**

According to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) results, all treatment checks were successful. Participants reproduced the actual number of exemplars presented beneath the video quite well. Those in the 2-exemplar condition indicated to have seen 3.37 ($SD = 7.37$) on average, those who received 10 exemplars 12.44 ($SD = 6.87$). The difference between both is statistically significant ($F(1, 280) = 50.36, p = .000, \eta^2 = .27$). The same applies to exemplar opinion: participants who saw exemplars supporting the eviction of violent immigrants ($M = 6.87$, $SD = 0.40$), or opposing it ($M = 1.68$, $SD = 1.16$), or who received an ambivalent opinion distribution ($M = 4.77$, $SD = 1.13$), differed significantly in their judgments regarding the general tone of the exemplar opinions ($F(2, 251) = 385.21, p = .000, \eta^2 = .82$).

**Public opinion perceptions**

$H1$ predicted that exemplar opinions would influence participants’ perception of public opinion on the eviction of violent immigrants. Figure 1 shows the effects of both, the number and opinion of exemplars, on perceived public opinion in the general population and among the Internet users.

The number of exemplars ($F(1, 321) = 3.42, p = .066, \eta^2 = .01$) and the opinion they voiced in the online discussion ($F(2, 321) = 2.48, p = .086, \eta^2 = .02$) had no significant effects on the perception of public opinion within the larger population. Also, we could not observe an interaction effect between the two ($F(2, 321) = 2.49, p = .085, \eta^2 = .02$). However, the pattern shown in Figure 1 and the relatively high significance level indicate that participants at least somewhat aligned their judgments to the exemplar distribution.
presented. For instance, those who saw 10 exemplars supporting the eviction of violent immigrants (57.8%) and those who received only opposing viewpoints (44.3%) differed in their public opinion estimates by 13.5 percentage points. This difference proved to be statistically significant ($F(1, 181) = 4.91, p = .028, \eta^2 = .03$).

More pronounced effects are obtained when participants restricted their judgments to the Internet population. Still, the sheer number of exemplars commenting on eviction did not significantly influence climate of opinion estimates ($F(1, 321) = 3.05, p = .082, \eta^2 = .01$), but exemplar opinion did ($F(2, 321) = 5.80, p = .003, \eta^2 = .04$). An interaction pattern evolves when participants referred to Internet users ($F(2, 321) = 3.95, p = .020, \eta^2 = .02$): public opinion estimates of those confronted with a high number of eviction supporters (59.1%) and of those who saw only opponents (39.3%) now differed by almost 20 percentage points. We therefore find support for $H1$ regarding the opinion distribution subjects perceived in the Internet population, however, not with regard to the general population. The interaction effect between exemplar opinion and exemplar frequency stated by $H1a$ occurred for the Internet population and somewhat less (and not statistically significant) for the population in general. It should also be noted that participants who only saw the video (control condition) gave the highest estimates of support for eviction in the general population (59.6%) and among the Internet users (57.5%). We will get back to this result in the “Discussion” section.

$H2$ assumed that the effects of exemplars are more pronounced for public opinion perception online compared to the general population. To test for such differences, we used a repeated measures ANOVA model including the two experimental factors (between-subject) and the two public opinion assessments (within-subject). Significant interactions between the experimental factors and the repeated measure indicate that the strength of exemplar effects differs regarding both populations. The differences between the main effects of exemplar frequency ($F(1, 321) = 0.00, p = .991$), exemplar opinion ($F(1, 321) = 2.702, p = .069$), and the interaction effects ($F(1, 321) = 1.309, p = .272$) were not statistically significant. However, as the difference between the main effects of exemplar opinion is only slightly below a significant level, we conducted an additional analysis including only those participants who either saw exemplars against or in favor

\[Figure 1. \text{Effects of exemplar distribution on public opinion perception.}\]
of eviction. In this case, the difference between the main effects of exemplar opinion turns out to be significant ($F(1, 227) = 5.198$, $p = .024$), showing that homogeneous exemplars encountered online exert a stronger influence on peoples’ assessments of public opinion online than on the population in general.\(^7\)

**Willingness to speak out**

Our last analysis refers to participants’ willingness to speak out when confronted with a discussion group supporting or opposing their personal view on eviction ($H3$). Table 2 shows the proportions of participants who either agreed to post a comment in the discussion group or declared that they were willing to take part in a forthcoming offline discussion on the eviction of violent immigrants.

The results show that the assumed silencing effect only occurred for those in favor of eviction: supporters who had the group majority on their side were twice as likely to post a comment (44.7%) compared to those confronted with opposing comments (21.2%) ($\chi^2(3, N=131) = 4.84$, $p = .089$). Participants initially opposing eviction showed almost equal levels of willingness to post online ($\chi^2(3, N=118) = 2.82$, $p = .245$) regardless of what exemplar opinion they were exposed to. In this case, those confronted with opposing views were even slightly more willing to comment online (46.2%) than those perceiving supporting comments (39.5%). A similar pattern can be observed regarding participants’ willingness to discuss the topic offline: whereas 63.0% of eviction supporters who saw like-minded exemplars were willing to join the offline discussion (“yes,” “perhaps”), only 42.5% of those who saw opposing comments did so ($\chi^2(3, N=130) = 8.19$, $p = .085$). Again a somewhat reversed pattern evolved within the group of opponents, although again it did not reach statistical significance ($\chi^2(3, N=115) = 4.87$, $p = .301$).\(^8\) Therefore $H3$ only finds support in the group of eviction supporters.

Going one step further, we analyzed what participants were posting to the discussion group in order to explore whether an individual actually expresses his or her view. We therefore content analyzed participants’ comments and classified them according to the categories proposed by McDevitt et al. (2003). In total, most of the participants (61%) preferred not to post a comment. A total of 89% ($n=121$) of those who were willing to

### Table 2. Effects of exemplar/opinion congruence on willingness to speak out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal opinion, Opposing eviction, ($n=118$)</th>
<th>Personal opinion, Ambivalent, ($n=39$)</th>
<th>Personal opinion, Supporting eviction, ($n=131$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exemplar opinion Contra ($n=43$) Amb. ($n=36$) Pro ($n=39$)</td>
<td>Exemplar opinion Contra ($n=18$) Amb. ($n=11$) Pro ($n=10$)</td>
<td>Exemplar opinion Contra ($n=33$) Amb. ($n=51$) Pro ($n=47$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to comment online</td>
<td>39.5% 58.3% 46.2%</td>
<td>22.2% 18.2% 40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to discuss offline</td>
<td>51.2% 52.9% 65.8%</td>
<td>33.4% 54.6% 30.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
post did indeed write something in the designated text box. On average the comments were 45 words in length and included 266 statements. The majority (65%) of all comments opposed the eviction of immigrants, 7% supported it, 9% expressed a balanced opinion, and 19% expressed no valence.

Most comments contained speaking out statements (78%), that is they took a position on the eviction of immigrants, while every fifth comment (22%) included only statements without a position like experiences with this issue, facts on the video, or interactions with other group participants (speaking up; RQ1).

Overall, opponents of eviction (48%) were more likely to post a comment than supporters (32%) and those with an ambivalent opinion (26%). In more detail, RQ2 asked whether speaking up or speaking out was influenced by one’s own opinion in combination with exemplar opinion. The results show that participants who were opposing eviction did equally likely speak out, no matter if they were confronted with pro (88.2%) or contra (86.7%) exemplars. Only those who saw ambivalent opinions were less likely to speak out (73.7%). Eviction supporters did more often speak out when the exemplars were in line with their opinion (78.9%) than when they were ambivalent (72.2%) and contra eviction (71.4%). But differences were rather small.

Discussion

This study followed recent calls for testing spiral of silence mechanisms in an online environment as the online context may challenge key assumptions of the theory (Metzger, 2009; Schulz and Rössler, 2012). In this context, we considered the increasing prevalence of individual opinions in online social networks to be one important feature of modern media environments. Therefore, we linked exemplification and spiral of silence theory to explore exemplars’ effects on public opinion perception and willingness to speak out. We could show that participants aligned their perceptions of public opinion towards the eviction of violent immigrants to the exemplar opinions they saw in a social network discussion. The effect was more pronounced when (1) the number of similar exemplars increased and when (2) subjects assessed public opinion among Internet users compared to the population in general. The first finding supports our assumption that frequently presented exemplars increase the cognitive accessibility of opinions and therefore their importance for public opinion judgments. The second result supports the assumption that people distinguish between online and offline climates of opinion in a way that their tendency to generalize from exemplar opinions depends on the target population they are judging.

Somewhat surprising, subjects in the control group who only saw the bullying video indicated levels of perceived public support for eviction that were as high as in the support condition. This result is most likely due to the negative valence of the video itself, which presented young immigrants as unfair, violent perpetrators. Watching the emotional, clearly negative pictures alone may have led to a higher level of perceived public support for eviction that could not be further increased by additional supporting exemplars. Otherwise, exemplars opposing eviction were able to lower perceptions of public support considerably. The high level of support for eviction in the control condition also points to the fact that the pure slant of media content alone can have considerable effects on public opinion estimates (e.g. Gunther, 1998).
Participants’ willingness to speak publicly was also influenced by the exemplar opinions: supporters of the eviction of violent immigrants were less likely to post a comment online and to take part in an offline discussion when they were confronted with exemplars contradicting their own opinion. Interestingly, the silencing effect did not occur among those opposing the eviction of violent immigrants. A possible reason for the different reactions might be that belonging to one of the two camps is associated with other characteristics influencing willingness to speak out independent from public opinion perceptions. Former research has shown that such individual level variables exist, for example, involvement, self-efficacy, news media use, attitude certainty (Glynn and Park, 1997; Lasorsa, 1991), a general willingness to self-censor (Hayes et al., 2005), or a generalized fear or anxiety to communicate with others (communication apprehension) (Neuwirth et al., 2007). Ho and McLeod (2008), for instance, who included two such variables (fear of isolation as a predisposition and communication apprehension) in their analyses of experimental data found that while controlling for them, the prospect of being confronted with incongruent opinions did not influence willingness to speak out—neither in a CMC nor a F2F setting. Moreover, communication apprehension and fear of isolation exerted an independent negative effect on participants’ willingness to speak out, and the effect of fear of isolation was considerably more pronounced in the F2F condition, whereas almost absent in the CMC setting. Their results support the assumption that in online environments some of the key variables within the spiral of silence may be less of importance—particularly the fear to become socially isolated. As the current study took place in an online environment as well, such possible alternative influences should be kept in mind when interpreting the results, although we were not able to determine their influence here. However, online environments might differ in the degree to which they actually represent an anonymous public (e.g. speaking out online in front of Facebook friends or in a forum with people unknown) and in the size of that public (a small online chat or a comment under a news article). Both aspects are important when it comes to speaking out in the sense of the spiral of silence, where effects should be greatest when one is confronted with a disagreeing small and anonymous public (Scheufele and Moy, 2000). Differentiating between the multifaceted online environments surely is an opportunity for future research. Finally, further content analysis of the actual comments revealed that most participants indeed voiced an opinion relating to the eviction of violent immigrants (speaking out).

Limitations

The results presented here need to be interpreted with caution for various reasons. First, limitations resulting from selective exposure need to be addressed. In modern media environments, people enjoy a great freedom to choose contents that reflect their own views and preferences, which is why some researchers have argued that under such circumstances encountering disagreement is not very likely (Garrett, 2009). However, a representative study conducted in the United States by Wojcieszak and Mutz (2009) shows that although people encounter more agreement than disagreement online, they still are regularly exposed to dissimilar views. Moreover, Knobloch-Westerwick et al. (2015) can show that compared to US citizens, the online search behavior of Germans is
less prone to a confirmation bias (Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015). Finally, there are also situations where it is difficult to avoid dissimilar views entirely, especially when they dominate the public discourse (e.g. during scandals or social media firestorms).

Second, external validity is restricted because participants were aware of the experimental situation. Although we did not reveal the aim of the study, the attention they paid to the comments was probably higher than in an everyday situation. However, the fact that a great amount of participants actually posted serious comments regarding eviction demonstrates that the experimental setting was not perceived as being too artificial.

Third, one could argue that the video we presented exerted an effect on the perceptions of public opinion. This may be for two reasons. First, it may have functioned as an exemplar itself and increased perceived support for eviction. Although we cannot completely rule out this possibility, we assume that the comments did serve as the more relevant cue. While the video focuses on a direct experience with violent immigrants, the comments represent single opinions on the eviction of violent immigrants. Thus, the comments are more applicable to the public opinion estimations we asked the respondents to make. Second, as a consequence of watching this video clip subjects may have applied certain standards when they assessed public opinion afterwards—namely the standard of immigrant violence. Perhaps participants would have applied a different standard if the initial video had referred to another topic (e.g. immigrants getting attacked by native extremists). Examining the influence of such context factors online exemplars are embedded in is an interesting opportunity for future research.

A final constrain emerges from the issue we used as a stimulus. Although it fulfills the requirements proposed by Noelle-Neumann (Noelle-Neumann and Petersen, 2004), it also has the disadvantage that citizens are already familiar with it. The German media cover incidents of violence by immigrants on a regular basis. Consequently, our participants had at least a rough impression of what the public thinks about eviction. The fact that 10 exemplars nonetheless did have an effect is therefore worth considering and leads to the question what happens if new issues occur and people lack preexisting pictures of public opinion distributions. In such cases, online exemplar effects most likely will be even stronger.

We think that in the future, field studies should tie up to the remarks above and complement experimental examinations. For instance, combinations of content analyses and surveys could concentrate on the dynamic nature of online opinion environments and public opinion perceptions. Also, the cognitive processes involved in public opinion assessments within different populations would be an interesting field for future research. In this context, think aloud techniques or qualitative interviews (e.g. Shamir, 1995) would allow researchers to identify the criteria individuals apply when generalizing from exemplars to varying populations.
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**Notes**
1. Encountering disagreement can also increase willingness to speak out. Rojas (2010) assumes that people who are confronted with opposing viewpoints may take “corrective actions” to
ensure that their views are heard in the public sphere. However, empirical studies that confirmed the tendency for corrective actions (Barnidge and Rojas, 2014; Rojas, 2010) do not consider the moral loading as a decisive aspect of the issue at hand. Also they did not provide for an actual possibility to speak out, but respondents were asked how frequently they talk with people holding different political opinions.

2. Although most exemplification studies refer to the availability heuristic (e.g. Zillmann and Brosius, 2000), some also draw attention to the importance of the distinction between availability and accessibility (e.g. Gibson and Zillmann, 1994), because information that is available in memory might still be not equally accessible. The effects of exemplar frequency we examine in the current study are primarily based on increased cognitive accessibility of frequently presented exemplar information.

3. Scholars have also discussed if such comments can be regarded as exemplars (Peter et al., 2014: 20; Schulz and Rössler, 2012: 350). Following the understanding of Zillmann and Brosius (2000) outlined above, single cases obtain the status of exemplification, regardless of the context they are embedded in, because of a “deep-rooted inclination to generalize observed phenomena” (p. 11). This includes online comments and opens exemplification research also to online discussions (Peter et al., 2014; Ziegele and Weber, 2015).

4. According to a representative survey among German citizens in 2010, 68% of the population favored the eviction of immigrants “who have been convicted of serious crimes, welfare fraud, or illegal employment” (Focus, 2010). The fact that our sample consists of less proponents of eviction (44%, those participants indicating a value higher than 3.5 on the personal opinion scale) is probably partly due to differences in question wording in the representative study, which included more possible and severe reasons for eviction, and the non-representative nature of our sample.

5. To test the difference between the two groups, we performed an additional analysis of variance (ANOVA) including only the pro and contra exemplar condition and tested the interaction effect between exemplar number and opinion.

6. The effect of exemplars persists even when participants’ personal opinion about eviction is controlled for.

7. Additional post-hoc tests also revealed that the effect of exemplar opinion that occurred in the 10-exemplar condition was mainly due to the influence of those exemplars opposing eviction. Post-hoc tests (S-N-K) were employed to test for differences between the 2- and 10-exemplar conditions. Due to non-significant differences between the three 2-exemplar conditions ($F(135, 2) = 0.035, p = .966$) and the population in general ($F(135, 2) = 0.131, p = .877$), they were treated as one group. Regarding both types of public opinion perceptions, a significant difference between the combined “two-exemplar group” and the group with 10 opposing exemplars was observed ($p < .05$).

8. Because only few participants ($N = 39$) had an ambivalent opinion on the eviction of violent immigrants, we refrain from interpreting the according shares within the subgroups.
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